Folger Undergraduate Research Seminar
Books and Early Modern Culture
Fridays, 12:30-3:00 (Spring 2014)
Folger Shakespeare Library, Deck A Seminar Room

Dr Sarah Werner
swerner@folger.edu
(202) 608-1703

office hours: Mondays and Thursdays—you can make an advance appointment or have someone at the circulation desk call my office extension; you can also email questions to me and I will respond within 24 hours (over the weekend it might take 48 hours).

Course description
The purpose of this course is to introduce students to the history of books by focusing on books and early modern culture. By learning about how books were made and how books were used, students will gain a clearer appreciation of how early modern culture was shaped by and was a shaping force in the development of print culture. The archival skills students learn in conducting this research will serve them in future research projects, and their understanding of the sociology of books will refine their understanding of the early modern period and the roles that books played in later periods.

Course thematics
The study of books and book history can be divided into three approaches; we will draw on all three during the semester. We will begin with an exploration of books as physical objects: how they were made and what we can learn from their physical presence. By studying the physical labor that went into making books—how they were printed, how they were assembled, how they were bound—we will learn to recognize the material traces that can lead us to a new understanding of how a particular book was used, what its impact might have been, and how it shapes the text it contains. We will move on to examine the role that books played in early modern culture and the processes by which they were made available, focusing on the relationships between printers (or “stationers”), book sellers, authors, and readers. We will look at the economic forces driving the book trade, consider what authorship meant during the early modern period, and explore the uses that readers made of books. The final section of our course will consider books as vehicles for text. In some ways the opposite approach of focusing exclusively on the book as a material object, this approach will consider how books transmit (and shape) texts by studying some of the theories behind modern editing and studying instances of modern editions of early texts.

Course policies
• Late papers will not be accepted. Should you anticipate a problem in meeting a deadline, you need to talk to me in advance of the deadline itself so that we can discuss an extension.
• You must come to each and every class prepared for that day’s discussion. Missing even one session will stand in the way of your developing the knowledge about early modern books necessary for succeeding in this course.
• You must always respect Library policies and staff. Failure to adhere to Library regulations could mean losing your Reader’s Card.
I communicate with you through email; please check your account regularly in order to receive updates about class activities and my responses to your work.

Grades
There will be four short written assignments and one long paper during this course, making up 90% of your final grade for this course. Brief descriptions of the assignments and their percentage of the final grade are provided on the last page of this syllabus; longer guidelines for each assignment will be posted online and discussed closer to deadlines. Late papers will not be accepted; should you anticipate a problem in meeting a deadline, you need to talk to me in advance of the deadline itself.

The remaining 10% of your final grade will be based on your class participation and the occasional brief research exercise assigned during class. You must come to each and every class prepared for that day's discussion. Because we meet only once a week, missing even one session will hinder your preparedness for the assignments and will stand in the way of your developing the knowledge about early modern books necessary for succeeding in this course. Should you be seriously ill, contagious with something unpleasant, or observing a religious holiday, please let me know (in advance, in the case of holidays) so that we can touch base about what you missed.

Readings
Readings marked on the syllabus with an asterisk (*) are the primary readings for that day; other readings listed should be read as your time and interest allows. All readings are available on our course website (http://sarahwerner.net/FolgerBooks/). While the site as a whole is open to the public, you will need a password to access the page with links to the readings; please contact me if you have misplaced the password.

You will notice that the readings specified on the syllabus below consist nearly entirely of modern books about early modern books and book history. We will be working with early modern books in class and outside of class, and you will be provided with a bibliography of the books we have consulted in class. Students are always welcome to bring into the classroom particular books that they are interested in and would like to discuss; should you wish to bring rare material into the seminar room, you must notify Dr Werner by Monday of that week's class meeting. Students should also avail themselves of the resources in the Folger, both of our collections of rare materials, but also of our range of experts in the field. The Library’s curators and staff will help you find your way through our collection.

January 31: Orientation

February 7: Preface: What is book history?

February 14: Volume I: Books as objects: In-class exercise: looking at books

February 21: Volume I: Books as objects: casting off, format, printing
* Sarah Werner’s work-in-progress introduction to bibliography (text forthcoming)

There are some useful videos illustrating aspects of printing, punchcutting, typecasting, and understanding format; these can be watched at the Folger, but are not required viewing:


February 28: Volume I: Books as objects: illustrations, bindings

*Exercise due: Making a quarto*

Sunday, March 2, 11:00 pm: notify me by email of your book selection for your semester’s project

March 7: Volume II: Books and culture: Stationers’ Company

**March 14: Volume II: Books and early modern culture: stationers and authors**


**Sunday, March 16, 7:00 pm:** Assignment due: Your book’s stationers

**{March 21: NO CLASS: Spring break}**

**Tuesday, March 25, 7:00 pm:** Assignment due: Your book’s authors

**March 28: Volume II: Books and early modern culture: early readers and users**


**April 4: Volume II: Books and culture: modern readers and users**


**Sunday, April 6, 7:00 pm:** Assignment due: Your book’s early users

**April 11: [to be announced]**
Sunday, April 13, 7:00 pm: **Assignment due:** Your book’s provenance OR Your book’s afterlife

**April 18: Case Study: Bibles**

**April 25: Volume III: Books as vehicles for texts: editing a text**

**May 2: Volume III: Books as vehicles for texts: annotating a text**
**Exercise due: Editing your text**

**May 9: Volume III: Books as vehicles for texts: digital texts and tools**

**Friday, May 16, 7:00 pm: Assignment due: Your book’s biography**

**Assignment Descriptions:** (longer guidelines can be found on the course website)

For all the assignments below, you will want to use an early modern book of your choice (assuming that it is in the Folger collection, that it is something you can read, and that it is in good enough condition to work closely with). You will use the same book for all assignments, since your research into your book’s makers and users will be incorporated into writing the book’s biography.

Late papers will not be accepted; should you anticipate a problem in meeting a deadline, you need to talk to me in advance of the deadline itself.

1) Your book’s stationer(s) (10% of final grade):
Who was responsible for putting the book in print (that is, who printed it and who published it)? How are they identified—on the book’s title page? in a colophon? in information supplied by a cataloger? What other types of texts did he or she print/publish/sell?

2) Your book’s author(s) (10% of final grade):
How does your book identify and construct its author(s)? Is there a name on the title page? Is it pseudonymous? Anonymous? Is the author identified in other ways, such as through prefatory materials, or the use of the first person in the text?

3) Your book’s early readers and users (10% of final grade):
Where are the signs of a reader in your book? What are those signs? Are they signs of a specific, individual reader, or are they signs of a projected audience? If both, what is the relationship between that specific reader and the imagined audience? What is the relationship between the author and the reader(s)? Is there evidence of the book having been actually read?

4a) Your book’s provenance (10% of final grade):
Were there later collectors who owned this book? What do you know about those owners? What institutions, if any, held this book? What are the physical signs that indicate the book’s provenance?

OR

4b) Your book’s afterlife (10% of final grade):
What happened to your book’s text after it was printed? Are there later printings of the same text? Later editions of the text? Translations? Does it exist in a modern print or digital edition?

5) Your book’s biography (minimum 4000 words; 50% of final grade):
Write the biography of your book. Start from the book’s creation (who wrote it, who put up the money for its publication, who printed it) and move on through the history of the book (where it was sold, which owners (if any) can be identified, what uses were made of the book, what changes were made to the book’s physical structure) on up to the present day (how did it come into the Folger’s collection, how is it cataloged). Depending on the popularity of your book, you could address familial relationships (reprints, subsequent early modern editions, subsequent editions), travel history (translations), etc.

There will also be a number of shorter exercises due during the course of the semester. These are designed as hands-on exercises to illustrate specific archival research skills and will be able to be completed in a few hours’ work. All are required, and will count in the 10% participation portion of the final grade.

Note to other teachers:
You are more than welcome to use this syllabus as inspiration for your own, including the readings I’ve selected to the papers and exercises I assign. I would love to hear from you if you do and, to the extent it’s possible, being credited. In the spirit of acknowledging influences, I have learned a great deal from the syllabi used by Lyn Tribble and Heidi Brayman Hackel for when they taught the MA Seminar at the Folger Institute; the assignments on your book’s authors and your book’s readers were drawn from similar assignments from the latter.